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Advanced Placement Test Reports 
A New Summary Page  

and Revised Individual Test Reporting 
 
When the Instructional Data Warehouse (IDW) began reporting Ad-
vanced Placement tests about a dozen years ago, our reporting structure 
was unique.  No other county in the country (to our knowledge) com-
pared individual high school results to a county benchmark.  
 

We had no model for a reporting structure that was accurate and easy to 
read and understand. Thus, every few years, we revise our reports based 
on comments from our participating districts. 
 

We found that districts appreciated the fact that monitoring year to year 
progress was available, but that the summary report made it hard to dis-
tinguish between district scores and county benchmark scores. Similarly, 
tracking yearly changes in both district and county scores was visually 
challenging for some. 
 

Finally, the report had so many rows that distinguishing essential data 
points from building block data points was also difficult.  So we created a 
new user friendly format, highlighting essential elements with either 
a color code or a bold face font. 
 

To graphically illustrate the new report’s functionality, only two years of 
AP summary data are shown below. Full explanations for each column or 
row will be given on the following pages. 
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Row Descriptions 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Looking again at the origi-
nal table from page one, we 
can see that in the year 2012 
this school submitted 168 
papers. This represented 
1.24 papers for its average 
grade enrollment or about 
135 students per grade. 
(1.24 x 135 = 168) 
 
 
Also, since 98 papers 
(58.3%) were graded as a 3, 
4, or 5, the Quality/
Participation Index, was  
0.73, meaning that for every 
100 students in an average 
grade, 73 Quality papers 
were produced. 

 

The number of AP scores 
earned at each AP scoring 
level. Grades of  3, 4, and 5 
are considered “Quality” 
grades by the College Board. 

—-Number of Nassau County high schools surveyed that year 

—-Number of tests taken; not the number of students taking tests 

—-Tests taken per average enrolled student (explained below) 

—-Number of students with Quality (3, 4, and 5) grades 

—-Percent of test takers with Quality (3, 4, and 5) grades 

—-Quality tests per average enrolled student (see below) 

 
**These two “indexes” indicate the rate of Advanced Placement papers produced when 
compared to the average grade enrollment in that school.  A Participation Index of 2.0 would 
mean that the school produced twice as many AP test papers as the school’s average grade 
enrollment in grades 10 through 12.  If the school had a Participation Index of 2.5 and 300 
students in an average grade, it would mean that 2.5 x 300 or 750 AP test papers were sub-
mitted.  The Quality/Participation Index reports a similar rate of AP papers produced but 
counts only those AP exam papers with Quality AP scores (scores of 3, 4, or 5). 
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But the AP Summary Report also shows longitudinal data allowing each school to compare 
current results to past results.  In 2012, this schools Quality/Participation Index of 0.73 did not 
compare very favorably with the Nassau County benchmark of 2.06, a rate more than double 
the school’s production for Quality papers. Now let’s view the 2016 through 2018 results. 

Each year, from 2016 to 2018, this school’s Participation Index inched closer to the Nassau 
County Region’s Index. More noteworthy, as more students participated in the AP program, 
more of them found success earning Quality grades of 3, 4, and 5. In fact, their rate of Quality 
scores increased to 77.0% in 2018, surpassing the county rate of 70.3%. This resulted in a 
Quality/Participation Index of 1.87 just a drop short of the Nassau County Regional rate of 
1.96.  This means that this district, which in 2012 produced fewer than half as many Quality 
papers as the county, now was almost equal to the county.  
 
The great strength of this report is that it simultaneously tracks school results and the 
Nassau County Region on three levels—the rate of AP tests taken, the quality of the 
scores, and a combined index including both factors. 
 
The IDW report also includes individual course test results for all AP subjects offered by the 
College Board. These individual test results allow the viewer to compare school and district 
results to regional results.  Once again, administrators can see how students scored from year 
to year, comparing school results to regional results year by year. 
 
The strength of these individual test reports is that districts can now compare school to region, 
year to year, and test to test, discover ing why the school might surpass the county on 
some exams and why it might fall short on others.  Administrators should use these reports to 
see the root cause of these differences. Factors might be the relative strength of the teaching 
staff, the inclusion of competing Honors courses, or even other courses given for college cred-
it. Finally, the role of the guidance staff often affects enrollment in Advanced Placement 
courses.  See below for a brief analysis of an individual test report. For visual clarity, the mid-
dle three test years are not shown. 
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Note first how the number of students tested increased from just 12 students in 2012 to 50 in 
2018. And, as shown in the next row (“Participation Index”), this represented an increase from 
8.9% of enrollment tested to 34.5%, and from under half of the Region’s enrollment to more 
than 4% above the Region in 2018. Even more outstanding is that in 2012 only 58.3% of the 
students tested scored quality grades, but in 2018, fully 86% scored a quality grade.  
 
In sum, the final row of this report (highlighted in blue) reports that this school increased its 
percent of enrollment earning a quality grade on the English Language AP exam from 5.2% in 
2012 to 29.7% in 2018. When compared to the Nassau County Region, this represented a 
change from well below the Region to well above.  It is important to view this change as a suc-
cess story for teaching, administrative, supervisory and guidance staff. It is also gratifying to 
see the IDW so ably document and detail these advances. 
 
As always, IDW personnel are available to provide telephone assistance and in-district training 
for any district seeking to learn more about this newsletter or about other best practices for the 
IDW.  Call Fred Cohen at 608-6640, Meador Pratt at 608-6612, Stephanie Witt at 608-6623, 
or Richard Nathan at 516 971-7532 (cell) to schedule a training session or to discuss any In-
structional Data Warehouse questions. 
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